This paper discusses the problem of restoring a digital input signal which has been degraded by an unknown FIR filter in additive Gaussian noise. A Bayesian approach is taken to recover the signal, implemented by the Gibbs sampler, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method. A method for drawing a random sample of a sequence of bits is presented: this is shown to have faster convergence and better performance than a scheme by Chen and Li [2] which draws bits independently.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Most digital communications systems transmit a signal fx t g where the value of each of the x t are taken from a finite alphabet of p symbols. This is transmitted over a channel which may introduce distortion and noise.
The channel model used here is an FIR filter with additive Gaussian noise: 
where fy t g is the observed signal, fx t g is the transmitted signal, S i a symbol from the alphabet, h = fh 0 ; : : : ; h n?1 g is the channel filter, n is the number of filter taps and t is an integer.
This may be represented in an equivalent state-space form:
8 < : a t = 0 T 0 I 0 a t?1 + 1 0 x t y t = h T a t + v t (3) where a t t = x t ; x t?1 ; : : : ; x t?n+1 ]
T is the state (a vector of length n) and 0 is the null vector of length n ? 1. A collection of states is denoted by t = f 1 ; : : : ; t g, which can be exactly determined by fx 1 ; : : : ; x t g and some initial conditions, given equation 3.
A BAYESIAN APPROACH
To gain the best possible set of results from an equaliser we require to minimise the bit error rate (BER). We would like this to happen independently of the estimate of the model parameters. At the same time we wish that anything known a priori should be used to help make this decision.
A Bayesian approach allows us to do this. We may obtain the joint posterior probability distribution of the bit sequence, x and any model parameters , conditional on the observed sequence, y. This distribution is
given by Bayes' rule:
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The term p(xj ) can be interpreted as a parametric model for the underlying data x, and p( ) is the prior density of the unknown parameters. The denominator is just a normalising term. Since we are not actually interested in the model parameters themselves, we can perform marginalisation -obtaining independence from the model parameters by summing the contribution from each possible value weighted by the probability of that value occurring:
In general, this integral and the subsequent analysis of p(xjy) are not possible analytically, so we must resort to numerical methods. The technique chosen is the Gibbs sampler [3] , one of the most popular Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms.
Priors
Input symbols. We know the input symbols come from a finite alphabet: in this case, x t 2 f+a; ?ag. We know either symbol is equiprobable (since entropy coding is usually employed) and possibly differentially encoded. 1 Some symbols may already be known -whether a training sequence or synchronisation bits; this information should be used. To exploit the prior knowledge to the full, knowledge of the error correction coding scheme should also be used.
Channel. The prior model for the channel coefficients is assumed to be Gaussian. This has no particular motivation other than that it simplifies the equations, making random draws faster. The same model was used in [2] . The variance is assumed to be large so as not to bias the posterior unnecessarily. Zero covariance is assumed between channel coefficients with the standard deviation of each coefficient taken to be h = 40 in this case. A more general multivariate Gaussian prior p(h) = N(h 0 ; h ) can be incorporated in a straightforward manner.
Noise. The noise variance prior is modelled by an inverse gamma distribution. This is the conjugate prior for the variance of a Gaussian distribution [4] . It is defined as p( 
which we write as IG( ; ).
A non-informative distribution is obtained as the hyper-parameters and tend to zero. Consequently they have been both set at 10 ?3 . Chen and Li used an inverted chi-squared distribution, which is a special case of the inverted gamma.
GIBBS SAMPLER
There is insufficient space to describe the full operation of the Gibbs sampler here. An inquiring reader is referred to e.g. [5] for details. Essentially it involves sampling from each of the full conditional probabilities in turn. After sufficient iterations to allow convergence of the Markov chain, further samples will be drawn from the joint posterior distribution, p(x; h; 2 v jy). However, we are only interested in the marginal density, p(xjy).
By considering the factorisation:
p(x; jy) = p( jx; y) p(xjy) (6) where the vector encompasses both h and 2 v we see that sampling operation of Gibbs sampler implicitly performs the marginalisation of equation 2.
1 Differential encoding will result in a Markov model for x. However for equiprobable data, the statistics are the same in each case.
Conditional densities
The full conditional densities for h and 2 v from which samples are drawn are as follows (for derivations see [2] and [6] ): The frame is of length N, and t = 1 corresponds to the start of the frame. It is possible to sample for the hyper-parameters v and v of the Inverted Gamma distribution simultaneously [6] , however this may increase convergence time substantially.
The approach taken by Chen and Li [2] is to sample each individual element x i of the vector x. A similar approach albeit in a different framework was used by Perreau and Duhamel [7] . Gains in convergence speed and performance may be achieved by sampling the entire vector jointly.
The joint draw from p(xjy; h; 2 v ) is achieved by a forward and backward pass through the data. The derivation for this, which is similar to appendix 2 of [1] , is shown in the appendix. The forward pass calculates predictive and corrective probabilities for each data point in turn. The random draws themselves are performed on the backward pass.
Forward Pass
Calculate the probability of the states at time t + 1 given the observations up to the current time.
p( t+1 jy t ) = X t p( t+1 j t ; y t ) p( t jy t ):
Recalculate the probabilities (subject to normalisation) given the additional observation at time t + 1. p( t+1 jy t+1 ) / p(y t+1 j t+1 ) p( t+1 jy t ) 
Now x i may be uniquely determined from i .
Problems encountered and comparison of sampling schemes
Providing the draws are from the relevant conditional densities the Gibbs sampler will always converge as the number of iterations tend to infinity. However for practical applications, we require convergence not only in a finite time, but in a reasonable period of time.
The ability of the Gibbs sampler to fully explore the posterior probability space is largely dependent on the variance of the random samples drawn. This, in turn is dependent on the current draw of the noise variance. A high signal-to-noise ratio therefore restricts this exploration, possibly resulting in long convergence times. The typical problems encountered are those common with other blind equalisation methods, namely delay ambiguity and local maxima in the estimate of the transmitted sequence.
Comparison with Existing Methods
The algorithm converges by nature of iteration. This means that every symbol can be decoded -in stark contrast to other algorithms that may take a few thousand symbols to converge. During this convergence the error rate will be too high for the symbols to be of use and they must be discarded.
In addition, since this method will directly produce posterior estimates of the data sequence, there is no need for a "Stop-and-Go" [8] decision step to switch from a blind equaliser to an adaptive one. These advantages cannot be achieved without cost, so substantially more computing power/time is required.
If an error correction scheme is not incorporated within the algorithm, the outputs are none other than the posterior probabilities of the data sequence. These can them be fed directly into the error corrector. Random bit sequences were produced and passed through the channel simulator. The resulting signal was then equalised by four methods: a decision-feedback equaliser (DFE), a Viterbi algorithm sequence detector and the Gibbs sampler using either random draws of each symbol [2] or a random draw of the sequence, separately. This process was repeated with different values of the Signal-to-Noise ratio. The results are shown in figures 1 and 2. The sequence based Gibbs sampler is used in all cases except when the two Gibbs samplers are compared.
RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
Trained equaliser. A frame length of 200 with a preamble of 20 training symbols was used. The Gibbs sampler treated these symbols as known a priori; the DFE and Viterbi equalisers were trained using Least Mean Squared error (LMS). A total of 40,000 symbols were processed (excluding training bits). The Gibbs sampler was allowed 41 iterations to converge and then had a further 19 iterations from which the results were obtained. The results shown in figure 1(a) show that the sequence based Gibbs sampler outperforms the Viterbi equaliser by a similar margin to the Viterbi equaliser versus the DFE.
Blind equaliser. The sequence based Gibbs sampler was used to process differentially encoded data with a frame length of 500 with no training sequence or signalling bits. For comparison the result of Viterbi equaliser trained with 20 samples using LMS is shown (see figure 1(b) ). 45,000 symbols were processed at each noise level. As before, the sampler was allowed 41 iterations to converge with the following 19 samples producing the results. It is seen that the blind equaliser outperforms the Viterbi algorithm, despite this using a training sequence. In [2] convergence was accompanied by a sharp drop in the random draw of the noise variance. In contrast, we found that the variance decreased steadily and then converged asymptotically which is typical behaviour of the Gibbs sampler. The differences may be due to the different models of the input data. 2 More particularly, we found that the draws of the variance and channel were accurate after 20-30 iterations, but the bit sequence took a long time to move from local maxima.
Comparison of sampling schemes

A JOINT SAMPLING OF THE DATA VECTOR
We are interested in sampling all the data points jointly, conditional on all the observed data and the current channel estimate. In other words, at the ith iteration of the Gibbs sampler we have available the observa- It is relatively easy to sample the state or data point given current and present observations, but we require a method to also incorporate the future observations. This may be achieved by sampling in reverse order and exploiting the state-space form of the problem. All probability distributions that follow are conditional on h (i?1) and (i? 1) v . This will be assumed without stating it explicitly in each equation. 
State sampling
